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A three-dimensional statistical mechanical model of folding
double-stranded chain molecules
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Based on a graphical representation of intrachain contacts, we have developed a new
three-dimensional model for the statistical mechanics of double-stranded chain molecules. The
theory has been tested and validated for the cubic lattice chain conformations. The statistical
mechanical model can be applied to the equilibrium folding thermodynamics of a large class of
chain molecules, including proteinb-hairpin conformations and RNA secondary structures. The
application of a previously developed two-dimensional model to RNA secondary structure folding
thermodynamics generally overestimates the breadth of the melting curves@S-J. Chen and K. A.
Dill, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.97, 646~2000!#, suggesting an underestimation for the sharpness
of the conformational transitions. In this work, we show that the new three-dimensional model gives
much sharper melting curves than the two-dimensional model. We believe that the new
three-dimensional model may give much improved predictions for the thermodynamic properties of
RNA conformational changes than the previous two-dimensional model. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1363670#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamic properties of chain molecules
governed by the statistical mechanics of the conformatio
ensembles. Computation of the statistical thermodynamic
polymer chains, including the conformational distribution
the partition functions, and the free energies, poses sig
cant and challenging problems. Computer simulational
proaches can accurately treat the atomic details of the ch
but often have the problems with conformational sampli
especially for large conformational transitions.1,2 Simplified
lattice models give rigorous account for the principles for
conformational statistics of chains molecules, but in gene
lack the ability to give predictions for specific sequences a
for chains of realistic length.3–10 Polymer theory approach
e.g., the rotational isomeric states~RIS! models,11–15 can
compute the chain conformational statistics for long cha
with atomic detail, but are limited by the inability to trea
nonlocal intrachain interactions that often dictate the fold
of compact structures of biopolymers.

Recently, a new computational model16–18 has been de-
veloped for a large class of chain conformations—doub
stranded chain conformations, e.g., RNA second
structures19,20 and two-stranded antiparallelb-sheet in pro-
teins. The new model accurately accounts for the seque
dependence, nonlocal intrachain contacts, and the exclu
volume interactions. Excluded volume accounts for the
fect that no two monomers can occupy the same positio
space. Applications of the model gave good results in p
dicting melting thermodynamics for RNA seconda
structures.18 However, the accuracy of the predictions is lim
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ited by, among other factors, the simplified two-dimensio
~2D! representation of chain conformations. One of the pr
lems that may be caused by the two-dimensional chain
resentation is that the predicted thermal melting curves ar
general wider than the experimental results,18 suggesting an
underestimation for the sharpness of the structural tra
tions. An accurate prediction for the nature of the conform
tional transition for realistic chain molecules requires a thr
dimensional ~3D! model. Our purpose here is to mov
beyond the two-dimensional model to explore a thre
dimensional statistical mechanical model, and show that
three-dimensional model predicts much sharper confor
tional transitions than the two-dimensional model.

II. THE STATISTICAL MECHANICAL MODEL

At the center of the statistical thermodynamics is t
partition functionQ(T),

Q~T!5(
conf

e2E/kBT,

where T is the temperature,kB is the Boltzmann constant
(conf is the sum over all the possible conformations, andE is
the energy of the conformation. Two ingredients that det
mine the accuracy of the statistical mechanical model are
energyE for a given conformation and the count of the a
cessible conformations ((conf).

We first define the graphical representation used in
theory for the chain conformations. We model the polym
chain as a sequence of covalently connected monomers
sitioned on a cubic lattice. We describe a chain conformat
by the intrachain contacts—pairs of adjacent but not
il:
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. A nested polymer graph and the correspond
3D cubic lattice chain conformation.F1 ,F2 ,F3 , and
F4 are the subunits of the graph. The thick lines rep
sent the covalently bonded polymeric chain, and curv
links in the polymer graph and the dashed lines in t
3D lattice conformation represent the intrachain co
tacts.
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valently bonded monomers on the lattice. Mathematically
our model, we use the a graphical representation—thepoly-
mer graph16 to describe the intrachain contacts. As shown
Fig. 1, in a polymer graph, the chain backbone is represe
by a straight line, and the intrachain spatial contacts are
resented by curved links. Any two curved links bear thr
type of relationships: nested, unrelated, and~crossing! linked
~see Fig. 2!. Obviously, a polymer graph generally corr
sponds to a large number of accessible chain conformat
that satisfy the given intrachain contacts.

In terms of the polymer graph, the partition function c
be computed as the sum of the statistical weight for all
possible polymer graphs,

Q~T!5 (
graph

V e2E/kBT, ~1!

whereV is the number of accessible chain conformations
a given graph, andE is the energy of the conformations. I
Eq. ~1!, we assume that energyE is determined by the intra
chain contacts, and hence all conformations correspondin
a given polymer graph have the same energyE and the same
Boltzmann statistical weighte2E/kBT.

As a first step toward more complex chain conform
tions, in this work we focus on thedouble-stranded chain
conformations. In the graphical representation, doubl
stranded chain conformations can be defined by poly
graphs that do not contain crossing links. In Fig. 3, we sh
a general double-stranded chain conformation and the co
sponding polymer graph. Examples of double-stranded ch
conformations include RNA secondary structures, tw
stranded protein antiparallelb strands.

The basic idea of our approach to the calculation of
partition functionQ(T) is to first collect up chain conforma
tions according to the graphs, for each polymer graph, us
analytical formula to compute the number of accessi
chain conformations@V in Eq. ~1!#, and then sum over al
the possible graphs through a recursive dynamic algorit
The great advantage of our theory is that the analytical
culation for V and the dynamic algorithm are both comp
tationally efficient, so exhaustive sampling for the ensem
of all the possible double-stranded chain conformations
comes computationally viable. In the following, we first d
velop an analytical method for the calculation ofV, the
number of chain conformations for a given polymer grap
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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III. THE COUNT OF CHAIN CONFORMATIONS
FOR A GIVEN POLYMER GRAPH

In order to concentrate on the basic principles of t
theory, we will use the nested polymer graphs as a work
model to illustrate the methodology. As shown in Fig.
nested polymer graphs are the graphs that consist of ne
links only. Examples of chain conformations for a nest
polymer graph include RNA stem-loop structure and prot
b-hairpin structure. Since polymer graphs for gene
double-stranded chain conformations can be transform
into nested graphs through isomorphic transformations,16 the
methodology developed here would also be applicable
general double-stranded conformations.16,17 Based on the
methodology discussed in this section, we will develop
theory for the partition functions of general double-strand
chain molecules in Sec. IV.

To concisely describe the methods and results, we
define some useful notations and terminology for the po
mer graph. We will use notation (x,y) to denote the intrac-
hain contact~5curved link on the polymer graph! between
monomerx and y, and use notation$x,y% to denote the
~sub!graph constituted by monomers fromx to y along the
sequence.

Like any graph, a polymer graph can be decompo
into subgraphs, and subgraphs can be divided into subu
We define a subunit of the polymer graph as a region
closed by curved and straight line links and contains no lin
in its interior. For example, the shaded region in Fig. 1 is
subunit. A subunit corresponds to a flexible region

FIG. 2. Three types of relationships between two links of a polymer gra
and the corresponding chain conformations.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. A schematic general double
stranded chain conformation and th
corresponding polymer graph.
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doubled-stranded chain, and in general, a subunit co
sponds to an ensemble of chain conformations.

To conveniently describe a polymer graph and s
graphs, we classify polymer graphs and subgraphs into
types: ‘‘closed’’ and ‘‘open.’’ We call a~sub!graph to be
‘‘closed’’ if its terminal monomers are connected by
curved link, for example,$x1 ,y1% in Fig. 1 is a closed sub
graph because it is closed by the curved link (x1 ,y1). We
call a ~sub!graph to be ‘‘open’’ if it does not contain an
curved link. Obviously in the conformational space, an op
graph corresponds to dangling chain segments that do
involve any intrachain contact, for example,$x0 ,x1% and
$y1 ,y0% in Fig. 1 are open subgraphs. In general, a polym
graph is composed of multiple closed and open subgrap

Our calculation for the count of chain conformations f
a given polymer graph@V in Eq. ~1!# involves two steps: we
first count chain conformations for theclosed subgraphs,
then obtainV for thewhole polymer graphby including the
open subgraphs.

A. The count of chain conformation for a closed
subgraph

A key component of our theory is the analytical formu
for V, the number of viable chain conformations accessi
to a given graph. A central problem for the count of cha
conformations is the excluded volume effect. In the 3D l
tice model, the excluded volume is satisfied by the requ
ment that no any two monomers can occupy the same la
site. For a given polymer graph, we first divide the polym
graph intosubunits,16 compute the conformational count fo
each subunit rigorously through exact enumeration of s
avoiding walks on cubic lattice, and then ‘‘assemble’’ t
conformations of the subunits together to obtain the con
mations for the whole graph.

1. Classification of subunits

A polymer graph for double-stranded conformations c
be factored into subunits, and different subunits are c
nected through the intrachain contacts. A contact serve
the inlet and outlet for the subunits. For example, subu
F2 andF3 in Fig. 1 are connected through contact (x3 ,y3).
Therefore, the contact (x3 ,y3) can be treated as the inlet o
subunitF3 and the outlet of subunitF2 . In general, the inlet
of a subunit is the outlet of the preceding subunit. Becaus
a 3D lattice model, each lattice site has coordination num
of 6, the maximum~straight line and curved! links connected
to a monomer cannot exceed 6. For example, on the poly
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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graph shown in Fig. 4, monomer A has 7 contacting mo
mersai ( i 51,2,. . . ,7), thus the graph is not viable. There
fore, to account for the maximum contact number requi
ment, we describe the subunits according to the numbe
curved links connected to the monomers of the inlets a
outlets. The number of curved links connected to the in
and outlet impacts the conformational ensemble availabl
the subunit upon the connection with other subunits.
shown in Fig. 5, we find that there are 11 types of possi
viable subunits of the polymer graph: L, M, R, LR, I, LL
RR, LLR, LRR, LLL, and RRR.

2. The matrix method

a. The subunit conformations:Before considering the
connections of the subunit conformations, we first treat ch
conformations for each subunit separately. By definition,
cept at the inlets and outlets, subunit conformations do
contain any intrachain contact, and thus do not invo
~sequence-dependent! energy, therefore, in the lattice mode
the number of chain conformations and the statistical wei
for a subunit is not sequence-dependent. Such propert
subunit conformations makes the computation for the sub
partition function simple. Specifically, this property allow
us to compute the number of chain conformations for diff
ent subunits prior to the calculation for chains with any sp
cific sequence. The conformations of subunits can
counted by the enumeration for the self-avoiding walks o
3D lattice. By this way, the intra-subunit excluded volum
can be treated rigorously. It is important to note that thou
the sequence effect of the count of subunit conformation
ignored in the lattice model, the energy of any given conf
mation and the partition function are sequence-dependen

b. The nearest-neighbor approximation:When subunit
conformations are assembled together to form the confor
tions of the whole graph, the subunit conformations beco
correlated because some subunit conformations are no

FIG. 4. This graph is not viable because monomerA is connected to seven
other monomers (ai ,i 51,2,3,4,5,6,7). In a 3D lattice model, each lattic
site has six neighboring sites, therefore, considering the two neighbo
monomers along the sequence, a monomer can only make no more tha
spatial contacts.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. The 11 types of subunits of a polymer grap
and the corresponding representative chain conform
tions on a cubic lattice.
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able due to the excluded volume interactions between s
unit conformations. We use the followingnearest-neighbor
approximationto treat the inter-subunit excluded volume i
teractions. Since monomers are less likely to encounte
space when they are distantly separated along the chain
consider only the excluded volume interactions betwe
monomers in the vicinity of the inlets and outlets of t
nearest neighboring subunits~see type-A interactions show
in Fig. 6!. Following the nearest-neighbor approximation, w
classify subunit conformations according to the conform
tions of the inlet and outlet~monomerss and l in Fig. 7! and
the nearby monomers~monomerss8 and l 8 in Fig. 7!. For
3D cubic lattice chain conformations, we find that the su
unit conformations can be classified into six types accord
to the conformation of the inlet and outlet; see Fig. 7.

c. The S-matrix:According to the inlet and outlet con
formations, we define the S-matrix, such that the matrix
ementsi j ( i , j 51,2,3,4,5,6! is the number of subunit confor
mations in which the inlet is of type-j and the outlet is of
type i ~see Fig. 7!. For small subunits, we calculate th
S-matrix by exact computer enumeration for self-avoid
walks on 3D lattice, therefore the intra-subunit excluded v
ume effect is treated exactly. For large subunits, we calcu
the S-matrix through extrapolation from the results
smaller subunits. For anM-mer (M.18) subunit, the
S-matrix is given by

ln si j .ai j M1bi j ln M1ci j , ~2!

wherei , j 51,2,3,4,5,6, and the coefficientsai j , bi j , andci j

are determined by fitting the results of the S-matrix withM
<18. In Table I, we listai j ,bi j , and ci j for type-L,M ,I
subunits~see Fig. 5!. For example, for largeM, the S-matrix
for type-M subunit is given by

S.p~M !3
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1

4 ,

wherep(M )51.41277M21.98415 lnM28.1778.
d. The Y-matrix:Next we consider the connection b

tween neighboring subunits. According to the neare
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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neighbor approximation, the viability of the connection b
tween subunit conformations is predominantly determin
by the compatibility of the inlet-outlet conformation. For e
ample, in Fig. 8, we show that the connection between typ
and type-2 subunit conformations is viable, but the conn
tion between type-2 and type-4 conformations is prohibi
by the excluded volume interaction between monomers28 and
s48 in the figure. To mathematically describe the connect
viability between the subunits, we define a Y-matrix,
which the matrix elementỹi j ( i , j 51,2,3,4,5,6! is defined as
the following:

ỹi j 5number of different ways for the connection

between a type-j and a type-i conformation. ~3!

For example, in Fig. 9, we show thatỹ125 ỹ2153 because
there are three different ways for the connection betw
type-1 and type-2 subunit conformations, corresponding
three rotational degrees of freedom about the contact (s,l ).
According to Fig. 8, we haveỹ245 ỹ4250.

For 2D lattice conformations,16,17 the Y-matrix defined
above gives quite accurate treatment for the inter-subunit
cluded volume effect. But for 3D lattice conformations, ea
chain segment is less restricted and can take more confo
tions because of the larger degrees of freedom. As a re
besides the nearest-neighbor monomers (s8 and l 8 in Figs. 7
and 10!, the excluded volume interactions between the ne
nearest-neighbors (s9 and l 9 in Fig. 10! also play important
roles and therefore cannot be neglected. As we will see

FIG. 6. The excluded volume interaction between subunit conformatio
~A! steric interference in the vicinity of the interface between neighbor
subunits;~B! steric interference between chain segments away from
interface between neighboring subunits;~C! steric interference between non
nearest-neighbor subunits.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. On a cubic lattice, according to the conform
tions of the inlet/outlet~s and l! and the nearest neigh
bor monomers (s8 and l 8), the subunit conformations
can be classified into six types.
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Sec. V, the model with Y-matrix defined only byỹi j , which
only accounts for the nearest-neighbor excluded volu
cannot give accurate predictions for the partition function
the 3D model. Therefore, we must go beyond the near
neighbor to include the next-nearest-neighbor excluded
ume in the Y-matrix.

To account for the next-nearest-neighbor excluded v
ume, we further classify the subunit conformations accord
to the next-nearest-neighbors. As an illustration, Fig.
shows that type-1 conformations, defined by neare
neighbor monomerss,s8,l ,l 8 shown in Fig. 7, can be furthe
classified into 16 subtypes of conformations according to
positions of the next-nearest-neighbor monomerss9 and l 9.
Similarly, we found that type-2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 subunit co
formations can be classified into 20, 20, 25, 16, and 16 ty
of conformations according to the next-nearest-neigh
monomers, respectively. Therefore, by including the ne
nearest-neighbors, we classify the subunit conformations
113 ~516120120125116116! types.

TABLE I. The asymptotic coefficientsai j ,bi j , andci j for the S-matrix of
large subunits defined in Eq.~2!. ai j ,bi j , andci j for i and j’s not listed in
the table are equal to zero. For example,Si15S1 j50 (i , j 51,2,3,4,5,6) for
type-M subunits becauseai j 5bi j 5ci j 50 for i 51 or j 51.

Type i j a i j bi j ci j

I 2 2 1.40983 21.99 26.3452
3 3 1.40983 21.99 26.3452
4 4 1.122 3.46 218.113
5 5 1.2078 1.9696 214.3526
6 6 0.85 7.2 222.31

L 2 2 1.47263 23.15615 24.37297
3 3 1.52125 24.2039 23.11496
3 5 0.9364 7.085 225.6049
3 6 1.47404 23.3118 24.41796
4 2 1.29522 0.122967 211.8347
5 3 0.936402 7.085 225.6049
5 5 1.2131 1.9334 215.8567
5 6 1.38873 21.5159 28.2938
6 3 1.47404 23.3118 24.4178
6 5 1.38873 21.559 28.2938
6 6 1.4231 22.179 26.55534

M i , j Þ1 1.41277 21.98415 28.1778
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A straightforward way to account for the next-neare
neighbor excluded volume is to define an augmen
Y-matrix for the 113 types of conformations. But such
approach is computationally not viable because of the la
size (1133113) of theS andY matrices. Therefore, we in
troduce an effective 636 Y-matrix defined as the average o
the viability matrix over all the possible positions ofs9 and
l 9. Mathematically we calculate the effective Y-matrix a
following. We assume that for all the possible conformatio
of the 6-mer chains9s8sll8l 9 ~see Fig. 10!, there areNi ( i
51,2,3,4,5,6) conformations of which the conformation
the 4-mer chains8sll8 is of type-i defined in Fig. 7. For
example, according to the 16 conformations shown in F
10, N1 is equal to 16. We also assume that for all theseNi

conformations ofs9s8sll8l 9, there areni j conformations that
can viably connect to a type-j conformation of the 4-mer
chain s8sll8. We calculate the average Y-matrix using th
following formula for the matrix element yi j ( i , j
51,2,3,4,5,6):

yi j 5
(m51

Ni ni j 1(m51
Nj nji

Ni1Nj
ỹi j ,

where ỹi j is defined in Eq.~3!. In such a mean field ap
proach, the matrix elements of the 636 matrix Y are in
general noninteger numbers. The great advantage of this
proach is that it keeps the computational efficiency wh
properly accounting for next-nearest-neighbor excluded v
ume.

We list the effective Y-matrix in the following for the
connection between type-L,M ,R,LR subunits~see Fig. 5!.
We useYt1t2

to denote the Y-matrix for the connection b
tween a type-t1 subunit and a type-t2 subunit, wheret1 and
t2 are the subunit types defined in Fig. 5,

YtM53
2 1.8 1.8 1.5 0.9 2.0

1.8 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.9 1.7

1.8 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.7

1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.25 2.25

0.9 0.9 0.9 1.25 1.0 0

2.0 1.7 1.7 2.25 0 1.5

4 ;
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. The connection between the subunits.~A! The
connection between type-2 and type-1 subunit conf
mations is viable;~B! the connection between type-
and type-4 subunit conformations is not viable becau
the excluded volume of monomerss28 ands48 .
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YtL53
1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 1.1

1.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.6

1.5 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.2

0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.25 0.0

1.1 0.6 1.0 1.2 0.0 0.4

4 ;

YtR53
1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.1

1.5 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.6

1.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.2

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.25 0.0

1.1 1.0 0.6 1.2 0.0 0.4

4 ;

YLR5Yt,LR53
1.0 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.6

0.5 0.0 0.33 0.0 0.0 0.2

0.6 0.33 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2

0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5

0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.14 0.0

0.6 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0

4 .

In the above formulas,t can be either typeM or type I.
Some of the other Y matrices can be obtained from the s
metry relation,Yt1t2

5Yt2t1
T .

e. The count of conformations for a closed subgrap
Using the S and Y matrices, we can now derive an analyt
formula for the calculation of the number of conformatio
V@x1 ,y1# for the closed subgraph$x1 ,y1% in Fig. 1. The
resultV@x1 ,y1# can be conveniently calculated from a 63 6
G-matrix — Gt@x1,y1# in the following equation:
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
-

:
al

V@x1 ,y1#5Ur•Gt@x1,y1#•Uc ; ~4!

where the G-matrixGt@x1,y1# is defined as a product of the
and Y matrices for the subunits,16

Gt@x1,y1#5St
(N)) j 51

N21YS( j ), ~5!

wheret (t5L,M ,R, . . . ,RRR; see Fig. 5! is the type of the
outermost subunit~shaded in Fig. 1!, St

(N) is the S-matrix of
the outermost subunit,N is the number of~nested! subunits
in the graph, and Ur5row@1,1,1,1,1,1#; Uc

5col@1,1,1,1,1,1#. S( j ) is the S-matrix of thejth subunit. For
example,S(1) is the S-matrix of the innermost subunit (j
51), andSt

(N) is the S-matrix of the type-t outermost subunit
( j 5N).

The physical meaning of the G-matrix is the followin
the row indexi of the matrix elementGt

i j @x1 ,y1# represents
the type of the outlet conformation of the outermost subu
and thus

FIG. 9. There are multiple ways for the connection between two sub
conformations. This figure shows that there are three ways for the con
tion between a type-1 and a type-2 subunit conformation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. The 16 conformations of a type-1 subunit conformation if we consider the excluded volume of the next-nearest-neighbor monomerss9 and l 9.
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gi@x1 ,y1#5(
j

Gt
i j @x1 ,y1# ~6!

is the number of conformations for the closed chain segm
that has type-i conformation of the outlet (x1 ,y1).

B. The count of conformations for the whole graph

After obtaining the number of conformations for th
closed subgraphs, we now consider the open subgraph
complete the calculation for the whole polymer gra
$x0 ,y0% in Fig. 1. Note that the open parts~tails! $x0 ,x1% and
$y1 ,y0% are connected to the closed chain segment$x1 ,y1%
at the outlet (x1 ,y1) of the outermost subunit. The conne
tion is subject to the constraint that the open segme
$x0 ,x1% and $y1 ,y0% cannot make contacts with the close
segment$x1 ,y1% because there is no curved link betwe
them on the graph. Therefore, the connection between
conformations of the closed and open segments~subgraphs!
are effectively subject to strong exclusion interactions. W
assume such exclusion interactions occur predominantl
the interface between the open and closed chain segm
For the polymer graph shown in Fig. 11, the interface is
the contact (x1 ,y1).

We assume that there arev i open chain conformation
that are compatible to a type-i conformation (i 51,2,. . . ,6;
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see Fig. 7! of the contact (x1 ,y1). According to Eq.~6!, we
can write the count of conformations for the whole cha
from monomerx0 to y0 as

V5(
i 51

6

v i gi@x1 ,y1#. ~7!

To calculatev i for different conformational typei, we
classify the conformations of the tails into ‘‘type-s’’ ~stiff!
and ‘‘type-f’’ ~flexible! according to the nearest and the ne
nearest neighbor monomers near the interfacial monomerx1

andy1 . A conformation is called type-s if the first two bonds
form a straight line, and is called type-f otherwise.

We usevs(L) andv f(L) to denote the number of type-s
and type-f conformations for a chain havingL monomers.
For L<16, we obtainvs(L) andv f(L) by exhaustive enu-
meration on the cubic lattice~see Table II!. For longer
chains,L.16, we extrapolate the results from exact en
merations, and have

v f~L !525.04111.3997L10.1277 log~L !,

vs~L !523.162911.4455L20.483 log~L !.

As shown in Table III, we can writev i as a function of
vs(L1),vs(L2),v f(L1), and v f(L2), where L1[x02x1

11 andL2[y02y111 are the lengths of the two tails. Us
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ing the above results forv i , from Eq.~7!, we can obtainV,
the number of chain conformations for the whole polym
graph in Fig. 1.

IV. THE PARTITION FUNCTION OF DOUBLE-
STRANDED CHAIN CONFORMATIONS

A general polymer graph of double stranded chain c
formations is composed of unrelated closed subgraphs@Fig.
12~A!#, where each closed subgraph, embeds a set of cl
sub-subgraphs@Fig. 12~B!#. A nested graph in Fig. 1 is a
special case of the general polymer graph for doub
stranded chain molecule in Fig. 12 with one embedded s
graphs (N51) for the closed subgraphs.

The calculation of the partition function for the who
chain involves two steps: We first compute the partiti
function for the conformations of closed graphs$x,y% in Fig.
12~A! by enumerating all the possible values
x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2 , . . . , andxN ,yN in Fig. 12~B!, then enumerate
possible positions of the unrelated closed subgraphs in
12~A! ~e.g.,x andy’s! to obtain the partition function of the
whole chain, including the partition functions of the op
graphs.

A. The partition function of closed graphs

According to Eq.~4!, the count of chain conformation
for a closed graph is determined by the 636 G-matrix. Cor-
respondingly, we introduce a 636 Ḡ-matrix such that the
partition function of the closed subgraph$x,y% is given by

FIG. 11. Closed and open chain segments are connected at the oute
link (x1 ,y1) of the outermost subunit~shaded region!; see Fig. 1. The vi-
ability of the connection is predominantly determined by the compatibi
of the coupling of the conformations in the vicinity of the interface (x1 ,y1).

TABLE II. vs(L) andv f(L) for L<16.

L vs(L) v f(L)

1 1 0
2 1 0
3 1 1
4 5 3
5 21 11
6 89 41
7 369 161
8 1521 639
9 6277 2586

10 25785 10487
11 105901 42868
12 434341 174997
13 1778377 716960
14 7282557 2930694
15 29767953 12002201
16 122895565 49044152
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Ur•Ḡt@x,y#•Uc , ~8!

whereUr5row@1,1,1,1,1,1#; Uc5col@1,1,1,1,1,1#, and t (t
5L,M ,R, . . . ,RRR) is the type of the subunit shaded in Fi
12~B!. Similar to the definition of the G-matrix, matrix ele
mentḠt

i j of a Ḡ-matrix is defined as the~conditional! parti-
tion function for all the conformations for the closed su
graphs$x,y%, on the condition that the conformation of th
outermost link (x,y) is of type-i and the conformation of the
innermost link of subgraph$xN ,yN% is of type-j ( i , j 5
1,2,3,4,5,6!.

Mathematically, theḠ-matrix Ḡt@x,y# is defined as the
sum of the G-matrices weighted by the Boltzmann fac
e2E/kBT (E 5 energy of the conformations corresponding
the graph! for all the possible closed subgraphs$x,y% that
have a type-t outermost subunit@shaded in Fig. 12~B!#. Ac-
cording to Eq.~5!, Ḡt@x,y# can be calculated as

Ḡt@x,y#5 (
$x,y%

S̄t•Y•K̄ @x,y#,

where ($x,y% denotes the sum over all the possible typt
closed graphs$x,y%, S̄t is the S-matrix of the shaded subun
in Fig. 12~B! weighted by the Boltzmann factore2DE/kBT

@DE 5 the energy change due to the formation of the cont
(x,y)], and theK̄-matrix K̄ @x,y# is defined as the product o
the Ḡ-matrices for theN embedded subgraphs,17

K̄ @x,y#5S$x1 ,y1%, . . . ,$xN ,yN%Ḡt1
@x1 ,y1#•)

i 52

N

Y

•Ḡt i
@xi ,yi #,

whereS$x1 ,y1%, . . . ,$xN ,yN% denotes the sum over all the po

sible values ofxi ,yi ( i 51,2,. . . ,N), and Ḡt i
@xi ,yi # is the

Ḡ-matrix of the subgraph$xi ,yi%.
The K̄-matrix K̄ t†x,y‡ can be determined recursivel

from theK̄-matrices for shorter chain segments. In Ref. 17
detailed diagrammatic illustration was shown for 2D latti
chain conformations. For 3D lattice conformations, the ba
idea is similar, but the results for the recursive relations
much more complex because 11~for 3D! rather than 5~for

ost

TABLE III. v i ( i 51,2,3,4,5,6) as a function off 1[v f(L1), f 2

[v f(L2),s1[vs(L1), and s2[vs(L2), where L1[x02x111 and L2

[y02y111 are the lengths of the two tails in Fig. 1. For examp
(v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v5 ,v6)5(1,1,1,1,1,1) if x5x0 , y5y0 and v35(10f 1

14s1) if xÞx0 , y5y0 .

(x,x0) x5x0 , x5x0 , xÞx0 , xÞx0 ,
(y0 ,y) y5y0 yÞy0 y5y0 yÞy0

v1 1 10f 214s2 10f 114s1 30f 1f 2112f 1s2112f 2s116s1s2

v2 1 6f 213s2 6f 113s1 10f 1f 214f 1s214f 2s114s1s2

v3 1 10f 214s2 10f 114s1 10f 1f 214f 1s214f 2s114s1s2

v4 1 8f 214s2 8f 114s1 6f 1f 216f 1s216f 2s116s1s2

v5 1 7f 213s2 7f 113s1 4f 1f 213f 1s213f 2s11s1s2

v6 1 9f 213s2 9f 113s1 11f 1f 216f 1s216f 2s113s1s2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 12. ~A! A general polymer graph
for double-stranded chain conforma
tions consists of unrelated closed su
graphs. ~B! Each closed subgraph
@x,y# is composed of unrelated sub
graphs: @x1 ,y1#,@x2 ,y2#, . . . ,
@xN ,yN#, embedded in the curved link
(x,y).
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2D! types of graphs are involved. We present the recurs
relations for theK̄-matrices for the 3D lattice conformation
in the following equations:

K̄L@x,y#5K̄L@x,y21#1K̄LR@x,y21#1K̄LRR@x,y21#,

K̄ M@x,y#5K̄ M@x,y21#1K̄R@x,y21#1K̄RR@x,y21#

1K̄RRR@x,y21#,

K̄R@x,y#5K̄R@x11,y#1K̄LR@x11,y#1K̄LLR@x11,y#,

K̄LL@x,y#5K̄LL@x,y21#1K̄LLR@x,y21#,

K̄RR@x,y#5K̄RR@x11,y#1K̄LRR@x11,y#,

K̄LR@x,y#5ḠM@x,y#1ḠI@x,y# ~ l 52!,

K̄LR@x,y#5 (
z5x11

y21

$K̄LRR@x,z#•Y•S t15M ,I ,R,LḠt1
@z,y#

1K̄LR@x,z#•Y•S t15M ,R,I
LR,L,LL Ḡt1

@z,y#

1K̄L@x,z#•Y•S t15M ,I ,R,LR
LLR,L,LL,LLLḠt1

@z,y#% ~ l .2!,

K̄LLR@x,y#5 (
z5x11

y21

$K̄LLR@x,z#•Y•S t15M ,I ,L
LL,R,LR Ḡt1

@z,y#

1K̄LL@x,z#•Y•S t15M ,I ,L,LL,LLL
R,LR,LLR Ḡt1

@z,y#%,

K̄LRR@x,y#5 (
z5x11

y21

$S t15M ,I ,L
R,LR,RR Ḡt1

@x,z#•Y•K̄LRR@z,y#

1S t15M ,I ,L,R,LR
LRR,RR,RRR Ḡt1

@x,z#•Y•K̄RR@z,y#%,

K̄LLL@x,y#5K̄LLL@x,y21#,

K̄RRR@x,y#5K̄RRR@x,y21#,

where t1 in the above equations is the type of the clos
graph$z,y%.

B. The partition function of the whole chain

To obtain the partition function for the conformations
the whole chain, we need to enumerate all the poss
graphs shown in Fig. 12~A!, including the open chain seg
ments~i.e., chain segments that do not involve any contac!.
The partition function of the whole chain from monomerx to
y can be recursively calculated from the partition functio
for shorter chains by growing the chain fromx to y, with one
monomer added for each step.
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The viability of adding a monomer to the terminal of a
existing chain conformation is mainly determined by the e
cluded volume near that terminal, which is effectively det
mined by the number of monomers already in contact w
the terminal monomer. Therefore, we classify polym
graphs according to the number of curved links connecte
the terminal monomer. We call a polymer graph to be
type-c if the terminal monomer hasc contacting monomers
~i.e., c curved links!. In a 3D lattice model, viablec can be
0,1,2,3, and 4.

Similar to theḠ-matrix defined in Eq.~8! for the parti-
tion function of the closed graphs$x,y%, we define a 636
Q-matrix,Qc@x,y#, for the partition function for all the pos
sible type-c graphs, so the full partition functionQ(T) of the
whole chain is given by

Q~T!5 (
c50

4

Ur•Q̄c@x,y#•Uc . ~9!

A detailed diagrammatic illustration for the chain-growth r
cursive algorithm forQc@x,y# is described in Ref. 17 for 2D
lattice conformations. Compared with the 2D model, the
model is much more complex because of the more con
luted polymer graphs involved. We present the recurs
relations for Q-matrix in the following equations fo
Qc@x,z# (c50,1,2,3,4;x,z,y):

Q0@x,z#5a•~Q0@x,z21#1Q1@x,z21#1Q2@x,z21# !

1Q3@x,z21#,

wherea55.0 to account for the rotational degrees of fre
dom of the covalent bond@z21,z#;

Q1@x,z#5 (
t5L,M ,LL,LLL

Ḡt@x,z#1 (
z151

z21

(
c50

3

Qc@x,z1#

•(
t8

Ḡt8@z1 ,z#,

wheret is the type of graph@x,z#, t8 is the type of subgraph
@z1 ,z#, and c is the type of graph @x,z1#. t8
5LLL,LL,L,M for c50, t85LL,L,M for c51, t85L,M
for c52 andt85M for c53;

Q2@x,z#5 (
t5R,LR,LLR

Ḡt@x,z#1 (
z151

z21

(
c50

2

Qc@x,z1#

•(
t8

Ḡt8@z1 ,z#,

where t85R,LR,LLR for c50, t85R,LR for c51 and t8
5R for c52;
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Q3@x,z#5 (
t5RR,LRR

Ḡt@x,z#1 (
z151

z21

(
c50

1

Qc@x,z1#

•(
t8

Ḡt8@z1 ,z#,

wheret85RR,LRR for c50 andt85RR for c51;

Q4@x,z#5ḠRRR@x,z#1 (
z151

z21

Q0@x,z1#•ḠRRR@z1 ,z#.

From Eq.~9!, we obtain the partition functionQ(T) for the
whole chain.

V. TESTS IN THE 3D LATTICE MODEL

We test the model by computing the partition functio
for short chains, and compare the calculated results from
model with the results from the exact computer enumera
on the 3D lattice. We choose the simplest contact-based
ergy functions for the conformations; each contact cont
utes a sticking energy2e. In Fig. 13, we show the compari
son between our predictions and the results from ex
computer enumerations for a 16-mer homopolymer ch
We find that our model gives quite accurate results. A
comparison, in the figure, we also show the poor results fr
the Y-matrices that neglect the excluded volume of
nearest-neighbor monomers. From Fig. 13, we find that

FIG. 13. ~A! Test of the calculated~lines! and exactly enumerated~symbols!
density of statesg(E) for 12-mers to 16-mers for double-stranded cha
conformations on 3D lattice. EnergyE5~number of contacts!•(2e). ~B!
Test of the theory~solid square! against exact enumeration~line! for the
partition functionQ(T) of a 16-mer 3D lattice chain. The dashed line is t
result predicted by the model with the Y-matrix accounting for only t
nearest-neighbor monomers at the interface. Evidently, the dashed line
not give reliable predictions.

FIG. 14. A stack conformation formed by two consecutive contacts (x,x1)
and (y,y1).
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excluded volume of the next-nearest-neighbor monom
plays an important role in determining the partition functio

VI. 3D MODEL VS 2D MODEL FOR
CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS

A previous theory based on the 2D model has been
plied to predict the thermodynamic properties of RNA se
ondary structures.18 The 2D model gave the correct gener
profile of the thermal denaturation curves of RNA second
structures, but over-estimated the breadth of the heat ca
ity melting curves, implying less sharp conformational tra
sitions predicted by the model. One possible reason of
underestimation of the sharpness of the transition is the
representation of chain conformations. We now use the n
3D model to investigate the effect of dimensionality~3D vs
2D! of chain conformations on the thermodynamic propert
of conformational transitions for double-stranded chains.

We first define the energy function. We assume that
RNA-like chain has a specific sequence of four types
monomers: A, U, C, and G, resembling the 4 types of ba
of an RNA. We use the following base stacking energi
only stacks formed by the Watson–Crick~A–U and G–C!
pairs contribute nonzero energies, and each A–U pair c
tributes an attractive energy2e/2, and each C–G pair con
tributes an attractive energy2e to the stability of the stack.
Figure 14 shows a stack formed by contacts (x,x1) and
(y,y1).

As an illustrative calculation, we investigate the therm
melting transitions for a RNA sequence AUCGUUAGGUC
UACAAGUAGACCUAACGAU. We choose this sequenc

an-

FIG. 15. The native structure~N! and completely unfolded structure~U! of
the sequence AUCGUUAGGUCUACAAGUAGACCUAACGAU.

FIG. 16. The melting curve@heat capacityC(T) vs temperatureT# for
sequence AUCGUUAGGUCUACAAGUAGACCUAACGAU.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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because it has a unique native state~the lowest free energy
state, see structure N in Fig. 15! and as we will see, the
thermal melting transition is predominantly between tw
well defined states (N↔U in Fig. 15!.

FIG. 17. The density of states for the sequence AUCGUUAGGUCU
CAAGUAGACCUAACGAU.
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
We first apply the 2D and 3D model to calculate the h
capacity C(T) as a function of temperatureT: C(T)
5 (]/]T) @kBT2 (]/]T) ln Q#. The C(T) vs T curves are
shown in Fig. 16 for the 2D and 3D model. Both the 2D a
3D model predict a single peak melting curve. However,
melting temperatureTm predicted by the 3D model is lowe
than theTm predicted by the 2D model, and the peak in t
melting curve predicted by the 3D model is much shar
than that predicted by the 2D model, suggesting a m
abrupt melting conformational transition in the 3D mod
The notable sharpness of the melting curve predicted by
3D model suggests that, as compared with the 2D model,
3D model may give improved predictions for the RNA me
ing thermodynamics.

The differences in the thermodynamic properties b
tween the 2D and 3D model arise from the fact that ch
conformations in the 3D model have more degrees of fr
dom. To examine the distribution of the number of confo
mations over different energies, in Fig. 17, we show the
sults for the density of statesg(E) in 2D and 3D model
respectively, whereg(E) is defined as the number of confo

-

FIG. 18. ~A! The density plots for the contact probabilitypi j (T) in the 3D model. The 2D model gives virtually the same density plots;~B! and~C! the free
energy landscapes predicted by the 2D~B! and 3D~C! model.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mations that have energyE. We find that as the chain un
folds, the energy increases fromEN5218.5e for the native
state N toEU50 for the completely unfolded state, the de
sity of states increases from 1 to 5.3331018 in the 3D model,
and from 1 to 6.5831011 in the 2D model. The overall in-
crease in the density state is much steeper in the 3D m
than in the 2D model. As a result, the melting temperatu
crudely estimated bykBTm.@EU2EN#/@ ln g(EU)/g(EN)#, is
lower in the 3D model (kBTm.0.43e) than in the 2D model
(kBTm.0.68e). We note that the estimatedTm’s agree with
the results from the melting curves quite accurately.

In order to gain a structural insight into the melting pr
cess, we calculate the contact probabilityp( i , j ) for every
possible contact pair (i , j ). In thermal equilibrium,pi j (T) is
determined by the ratio of the conditional partition functi
Qi j (T) for all the conformations that contain contact (i , j )
and the full partition functionQ(T) defined in Eq.~1!,
pi j (T)5Qi j (T)/Q(T). From the contact probabilitypi j (T),
we can derive the structure of the molecule at temperaturT.
In Fig. 18~A!, we show the density plot forpi j (T). The 2D
and 3D model virtually predicts the same conformatio
changes between the native state~N in Fig. 15! and the com-
pletely unfolded state~U!. The N↔U corresponds to the
melting transition at the melting temperatureTm .

The 3D model predicts much sharper melting curv
does this suggest much higher cooperativity for the melt
transition in the 3D model? We answer this question fr
the free energy landscape. A free energy landscape is de
as the free energy of the system as a function of the st
tures. To describe a structure mathematically, we defin
contact in a conformation to be ‘‘native’’ if it also exists i
the native state, and it is called ‘‘non-native’’ otherwise. W
use parameters (N,NN) to describe the conformations
whereN and NN are the number of native and non-nati
contacts of the conformation, respectively. The free ene
landscapeF(N,NN,T) is calculated from the conditiona
partition function Q(N,NN,T), defined as the partition
function for all the conformations that haveN native
contacts and NN non-native contacts18: F(N,NN,T)
52kBT ln Q(N,NN,T). The minima on the free energy land
scape correspond to stable states. The less populous th
termediate states between the stable states, the more c
erative the conformational transition~between the stable
states!.

From the free energy landscapes shown in Figs. 18~B!
and 18~C!, we find that the barrier separating valleyN andU
at the melting temperatureTm is only slightly higher in the
3D model than in the 2D model, suggesting that the melt
transition predicted by the 3D model is slightly more coo
erative than the transition predicted by the 2D model.21

To quantify the cooperativity of the melting transitio
we compute the van’t Hoff enthalpyDHvH at the melting
temperatureTm , and compareDHvH with the calorimetric
enthalpy DHcal of the entire transition. Larger ratiok
5DHvH /DHcal (k<1) corresponds to higher cooperativi
for conformational transition.22–25

The van’t Hoff enthalpyDHvH can be calculated from
the heat capacity C(T) melting curve,23–26 DHvH

52TmAkBC(Tm), which gives DHvH.14.2e for the 3D
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model andDHvH.12.3e for the 2D model. The calorimetric
enthalpy DHcal of the entire melting process is given b
DHcal5H(`)2H(0), where H(T)5kBT2 (d/dT) Q(T) is
the enthalpy of the system at temperatureT. We find that
DHcal.18.5e for both 3D and 2D model. Using the abov
DHvH andDHcal, we findk.0.77 for the 3D model andk
.0.66 for the 2D model. This result confirms our conclusi
from the free energy landscapes that the melting transi
predicted in the 3D model is slightly more cooperative th
that predicted in the 2D model.

VII. SUMMARY

We have developed a 3D model for the statistical th
modynamics for the conformational changes of doub
stranded chain molecules~e.g., RNA secondary structures!.
The theory relies on the polymer graph representation of
intrachain contacts. The partition function is computed a
product of matrices, where each matrix corresponds to
partition function of a subunit defined by the graph. T
major differences between a 3D model and a 2D model s
from the count of the chain conformations. As compar
with the 2D model, the 3D model has the following distin
tive features:~1! Since each monomer can have more co
tacting neighbors in the 3D model than in the 2D mod
there are more types of viable polymer graphs and con
mational types for a given chain molecule, and hence the
model involves much more complex graphs and matrices
the partition functions;~2! Unlike the 2D model, the ex-
cluded volume of non-nearest-neighbor monomers at the
terfaces of the subunits play important roles in determin
the viability of the connection of subunit conformations. T
new 3D model has been tested and validated against e
computer enumeration for lattice chain conformations.

Using the new 3D model, we investigate the effect of t
dimensionality~3D vs 2D! of the chain representation on th
sharpness and cooperativity of conformational transitio
An illustrative calculation shows that for a nearly two-sta
thermal melting transition, the 3D model gives much shar
melting curves and conformational transitions than the
model. Since the 2D model generally over-estimates
breadth of the melting curves for RNA seconda
structures,18 we expect that the new 3D model may giv
much improved predictions for the RNA melting thermod
namics.
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